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REDUCED COUPONS FOE DAMAGED GOODS

Rationed, goods which have been damaged by enemy action or are shop-soiled
or otherwise imperfect may now be sold at half-coupon rates or even coupon-free
under a General Licence issued by the Board of Trade. Whether the sale is to

be at half-coupon rates or coupon-free depends upon the prices at which the

damaged articles are sold. To obtain this coupon concession for a damaged article

the price charged must not exceed that given in the following table when

multiplied by the number of coupons appropriate to the article when new.

Maximum price, per coupon

to permit sale of article:-

Type of goods Coupon-free Half-coupon

Hand knitting yam, aprons

Sleeveless overalls. 2d. 4d.

Cloth, handkerchiefs, collars, socks,

plimsolls, certain under-garments
(specified in item WG/35 in the Order) 3d. 6d.

Other rationed goods (except footwear

or legwear) if woollen leather or

fur, and chargeable goods for purposes

of Purchase Tax. 6d. 1/-.

Other rationed goods. 4d. 8d.

For example, a damaged cotton shirt may be sold, at half the coupon rate

if the reduced price at which it is sold does not exceed 3/4d, or coupon free

if it does not exceed l/8d. A woman's cotton dress is half-coupon at 4/8d or

under, or coupon-free at 2/4d or under, stockings half-coupon at l/4d or under,

or coupon-free at 8d or under; and a man ' s woollen jacket (if lined) at half-

coupon rates at 13/- or under of coupon-free at 6/6d or under. The prices are

in all cases inclusive of Purchase Tax.

For sales between one trader and another the coupon concession applies

when the price is not more than three-quarters of the amounts as calculated in

the table.
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